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Shape grammar transformations have been used for developing new design
styles by the systematic modification of grammars that encode existing styles.
We make use of a style description scheme to aid grammar transformations
for goal driven style change. A rule base was authored for the design of Greek
temple facades, and was augmented with a style description scheme. These were
tested at a student workshop wherein students were asked to develop grammars
based on given style briefs. Results gained from the workshop confirmed that
most students were able to assemble and transform grammars successfully. The
method was found to be useful for teaching style and grammars to students and
novice designers.
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Introduction
The notion of style is of special relevance in contemporary design and architecture due to its relationship with identity and image making, as
it signifies a distinct design language unique to
a particular architect, place or source, with specific characteristics that distinguish it from other
designs.
It has been a common practice in design fields
such as architecture to develop new design styles
by adapting previous ones. Such needs of style adaptation and innovation may be addressed by making use of the method of grammar transformations,
which allow the adaptive reuse of previous design
styles encoded by grammar rules (Knight, 1994).
Grammar transformations are also significant since

they make possible the use of grammars beyond a
single application.
Our previous work outlined the development of
a style description scheme for a grammar. The description scheme was developed by specifying the
style characteristics of the primitives and spatial relations existing in grammar rules using polar adjectival
pairs (Ahmad and Chase, 2006).
In this paper we demonstrate how grammar
transformations may be facilitated as a response to
changes in design style objectives with the help of
a style description scheme. We make use of an example of Greek temple façade style. A rule base was
developed and augmented with a style description
scheme. These were tested at a two-stage student
workshop organised at the Department of Architecture, University of Strathclyde.
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Background
Shape grammars provide a generative construct
for encoding design styles. Previous work in using
shape grammars for capturing design styles encompasses domains of architecture, engineering and
product design (McCormack et al., 2004). Grammars
have also been used previously for imparting style
knowledge to students (Li, 2004).
Knight developed a formal model for grammar
transformation that made use of rule addition, deletion or modification based on changes in grammar
primitives and spatial relations. One of the primary
advantages of the grammar transformation model is
that it makes possible the reuse of design information in extant grammars for the generation of new
design languages. Grammar transformations have
thus been used to analyze relationships between
various styles of design (Knight, 1994) and to adapt
preexisting styles of designs into new ones (Colakoglu, 2005). Grammar transformations have also
been used for teaching design synthesis to students
(Flemming, 1990).
Although previous works recognise the utility of
grammar transformation for the reuse of design style
information, they do not give an explicit description
of the rationale for transformations (Chase and Liew,
2001). This work addresses this issue by using a description scheme to make possible strategic goal
driven transformations. It uses the method for teaching the concept of style synthesis using grammar
transformations to architecture students.

Development of the rule base
The Greek temple is characteristic of a rectangular structure surrounded by a colonnade either all
around, or towards the front and back. The façade
is symmetric with a set of columns over a base, and
low-pitched hipped roof known as the pediment. For
the purpose of this exercise, the design vocabulary is
distilled into primarily three design elements: a base,
a set of columns and a pediment.
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A form-function decomposition is used in laying out the rules. The rules are organised into six rule
sets. Rule sets A, B and C have ‘composition rules’ that
determine the location and positioning of design elements and their inter-relationships; Rule sets D, E
and F have ‘specification rules’ that decide the design
of each element. A number of hypothetical design
variants are also included in the development of the
rules that could lead to the generation of other kinds
of façade styles, apart from Greek temple facades.
The aforementioned rule sets are assembled into a
rule base consisting of 77 rules. The following section describes each of these rule sets.

Rule base for temple facades
Two initial shapes are given. The initial shapes comprise of a set of orthogonal axes. Initial shape l includes
a set of markers on the opposite ends of the horizontal axis, indicating the extremities of the sub-design.
These end markers are absent in initial shape 2.
Rule set A adds column markers to the design.
Rule set A1 allows the subdivision of a given length
by placing column markers at 1/3rd of its length,
whereas rule set A2 adds column markers by starting at the centre of the composition and adding a
marker one by one in an outward fashion. These
two variations allow one to construct a design from
a predetermined façade length or by incrementally
building out from the centre. Rule set B has rules
that add base markers underneath the exterior-most
columns. Rules from set C add the pediment marker
over the exterior-most columns. Rule set D has 18
rules that modify the base marker into base designs.
Rule set E has 18 rules that specify pediment designs.
Rule set F has 18 rules that specify column designs.
Table 1 shows an example from each of these rule
sets.

Design generation and dependencies in rule
sets
The development of a correct façade design requires
the application of at least one rule from each set.
After the selection of an initial shape, composition

rules are applied first, which place design element
markers into the sub-design. Subsequently, specification rules are applied, which replace the markers
with shapes specifying the design element. Dependencies within rule sets make it necessary to apply
certain rules for the application of other rules. Figure 1(a) illustrates dependencies within the rule sets
of the Greek temple rule base, showing a simple
dependency of design element specification rules
on composition rules. Column spacing rule sets A1
and A2 are mutually interchangeable rule sets, both
of which add columns to the sub-design, albeit in
different ways. Their inclusion offers flexibility and
choice to the designer.

Development of style description scheme
A style description scheme was developed to specify
the style characteristics of grammar components.
Logical conditions based on shape properties were
developed to map verbal descriptors to grammar
primitives. These descriptors specify the style characteristics of the spatial relationship (in case of composition rules) and the style characteristics of the design
element (in case of specification rules). Style descriptors based on the sequence and frequency of rule application were developed to specify the style characteristics of designs. Figure 1(b) shows a list of grammar
components and their associated style descriptors.

Table 1
Examples of rules
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Student workshop
A student workshop was organised to test the rule
base and its description scheme. The workshop was
carried out as part of the coursework of the Generative Design class in the Department of Architecture
in autumn 2006. Nineteen students, a mix of fourth
and fifth year Architecture and Digital Creativity students attended the workshop. Students had previously had only a rudimentary introduction to grammars, and thus were given an introductory lecture to
explain the concepts behind the workshop.
Workshop activities were divided into two stages, each lasting 45 minutes, with a short break between the two. The rule base of the temple facades
was provided to the students. Rules were laid out as
distinct sets with their verbal style descriptors alongside. In the first stage, students were asked to assemble a grammar based on a style brief. A column at the
right hand side of the sheet allowed students to mark
out the rules that were to be included in the original
grammar. Students were then asked to develop designs from the grammars they had assembled. In the
second stage, altered style briefs were given to students, and they were asked to transform the grammar based on changes in the style brief. Students
could use Knight’s methods of adding, deleting or
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modifying the rules that they had previously assembled in their original grammars. A column at the right
hand side of the sheet allowed students to mark out
the rules that were to be included or excluded in the
transformed grammar. Additional sheets were given
out, where newly created rules could be drawn. They
were then asked to develop designs from the transformed grammars. Finally, students were asked to fill
in a feedback form, describing their experience of
working with the method.

Grammar transformations based on style
briefs
The original brief required students to assemble
grammars that would generate designs similar to
the Greek temple façade style. This implied the selection of specification rules with style descriptors such
as ‘rectilinear’ and ‘symmetric’, and the selection of
composition rules that were ‘symmetric’, ‘monolithic’
and ‘stable’ (table 2).
Table 3 shows the grammars assembled by students in a condensed format. The shaded region in
the table shows all the rules that have the desired
style characteristics as defined in the original style
brief. As can be seen from the table, most students
were able to assemble grammars with the correct
style description. Also, it may be noted that students
made their own interpretation of the style brief,
evident from the sizes of the grammars which range
from those with very few rules, to those with as many
as 21 rules.
Table 4 shows some of the designs that were
generated from the grammars based on the original
style brief, and the rule sequences that were used to
develop these designs. Style characteristics based
on rule applications were mapped to these designs.
Design I-A was developed with ‘simple’ elements, and
hence a high ‘degree of simplicity’ is a style characteristic of the design. On the other hand, design I-C was
developed primarily with rules that have ‘detailed’
design elements, and hence a ‘high degree of complexity’ is a style characteristic of the design. Design

Figure 1
(a) Dependencies in rule
sets (b) Grammar components with associated style
descriptors

I-B made use of both ‘simple’ and ‘detailed’ elements,
and hence it has ‘partly simple and partly complex’ as
a style characteristic.
In stage 2 of the workshop, two kinds of altered
style briefs were handed out to the students. Altered
style brief-1 consisted of modifications made to the
desired style characteristics of the composition rules,
while retaining the remainder of the original brief.
The second altered brief consisted of modifications
made to the desired style characteristics of the design specification rules, while retaining the remainder of the original style brief (table 2). Students were
required to transform their originally assembled
grammar based on the altered style brief.
Table 3 shows the transformed grammars a condensed format. The shaded region in the table shows
all the rules that have the desired style characteristics as defined in altered brief-1. Again, it can be seen
that most students were able to transform grammars
to fit the altered style brief. Some students ventured
to create new rules, with their own interpretation of
style descriptors, thus adding to the rule base.
Table 4 shows some of the designs that were
developed from the transformed grammars, and the
rule sequences that were used to generate them.
Style characteristics based on rule applications were
mapped to the designs. It can be seen from the table
that designs II-A, II-B and II-C have primarily made
use of rules with ‘simple’ as a descriptor, and hence a
‘high degree of simplicity’ is a design style characteristic in all these designs. On the other hand, designs
III-B and III-C have made use of rules that have ‘detailed’ as a style descriptor, and hence these designs
Table 2
Original and altered style
briefs

can be categorised together, as those having a ‘high
degree of complexity’ as a style characteristic. Designs
III-A and III-B have made use of both ‘rectilinear’ and
‘curvilinear’ design elements, and hence a ‘Partly rectilinear and partly curvilinear’ is a style characteristic of these designs. Design III-C was generated by
primarily using rules that had ‘curvilinear’ as a style
characteristic, and hence it is characterised by a ‘high
degree of curvilinearity’
Designs could thus be categorised using these
rule application descriptors, thereby enabling the
study of commonalities in the style(s) in the design
language generated by a grammar, and allowing the
comparison of design style(s) generated by different
grammars.

Discussion
This paper described the development of a rule
base for temple facades and a description scheme
for specifying the stylistic characteristics of the
rules. It described the organisation of a student
workshop that allowed the testing of the rule
base for goal driven style change using grammar
transformations.
The key advantage of this method is that students with no previous experience of working with
grammars were able to carry out the task of assembling and transforming grammars according to the
given style briefs; and were able to generate designs
from them successfully. This could partly be attributable to the kit-of-parts type of grammar exercise,
as well as the verbal style descriptors that made it
easier for students to select correct rules and develop designs with desired style characteristics. Division into rule sets allowed students to look through
and understand a large number of rules very quickly,
while the rule numbering effectively reflected this
classification. Dependencies in rule sets are straightforward, implying that any transformation in the
parent rule set would require a change in the dependent rule set as well, thus ensuring the development
of rational designs.
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Table 3
Grammars assembled by
students

It may be argued that the method is deterministic
in nature. Although this could be attributed to the use
of set grammars, effort was made to build flexibility
and choice into the task and the rule base. Style briefs
provided to students were broad and generic in nature, allowing a wide range of interpretations. This is
verified by the fact that the grammars generated by
students varied in size and number of rules, implying
that the designs generated by each grammar would
be slightly different from the others, but could however be described using the same generic style brief.
Furthermore, not all style consequences of rule applications were mapped, allowing students to rely on
their own judgement as well to develop designs that
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conform to the style brief. Moreover, there was a one
to many mapping of style descriptors to rules, giving
choice to the students in rule selection. The inclusion
of mutually interchangeable rule sets could also increase flexibility and choice for the designer.
This design exercise gave students the opportunity
for creative design in the creation of new rules. Using the
new rules, a number of interesting designs were generated which quite departed from the starting point of the
Greek temple façade style and showed significant stylistic change. It was thus concluded that, with this method
of style description, it might be possible to make goal
driven grammar transformations that yield interesting
designs conforming to desired characteristics.

Table 4
Designs generated by
grammars
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